INSTALLATION GUIDE

Kanban DIVIDERS
CLIPS & ADAPTORS

CAUTION

Read and understand all of the instructions and information
in this document before installing this product.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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KANBAN DIVIDER INSTALLATION
PARTS & HARDWARE

PARTS & HARDWARE

QTY

1. Divider

TOOLS NEEDED
• None
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2. Clips

Varies*

3. Adaptors

Varies*

Based on Shelf/Basket size.

*
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KANBAN DIVIDER INSTALLATION – FINE MESH BASKETS
1. Holding the Divider (PART 1 ) angled side down, attach the Clips (PART 2 ) to Divider with the rounded side of the Clip facing up.
The Clips are attached to the Divider when the Clip locks into the oval cut-out ( A ).
2. Place the Divider (PART 1 ) on the Basket with the rounded side of the Clip (PART 2 ) facing toward the back. Place the top of the
Clip in between two vertical wires ( B ) of the Basket (half way back) so that when you pull the Divider forward, the hook ( C ) on
the rounded edge of the Clip catches on the top horizontal wire.
3. Gently lower the Divider until each Clip snaps into place ( D ).
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KANBAN DIVIDER INSTALLATION – LQS WIRE SHELVING/BASKETS
1. Holding the Divider (PART 1 ) angled side down, attach the Clips (PART 2 ) to Divider with the rounded side of the Clip facing up.
The Clips are attached to the Divider when the Clip locks into the oval cut-out ( E ).
2. To place the Adaptors (PART 3 ) on the Shelf/Basket, hold the Divider (PART 1 ) over the center, horizontal cross bar ( F ) to
determine the spacing of the Adaptors. Attach the Adaptors to the Shelf/Basket, ensuring the Adaptor attaches to the
horizontal cross bar and the vertical wires ( G ) in the center of the Shelf/Basket.
3. Take the Divider (PART 1 ) with the rounded side of the Clip (PART 2 ) facing the back of the Shelf/Basket, and place the top
of the Clip in the top hole ( H the opening closest to the LogiQuip logo) of the Adaptor (PART 3 ). When you pull the Divider
forward, the hook ( I ) on the rounded edge of the Clip catches on the Adaptor.
4. Gently lower the Divider until each Clip snaps into place ( J ).
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LIMITED 1-YEAR WARRANTY
LogiQuip Electronic Components, Sub-Assemblies, Cart Covers, Custom Products, LogiCell Tambour Doors, Kanban Accessories,
and Label Holders are covered by a 1-Year Warranty from date of receipt against defects in material and workmanship.
Visit LogiQuip.com/Warranty for more details.

ABOUT US
From quality products and services to patented, industry-leading innovations, LogiQuip has been providing smart, future-focused
solutions exclusively to the healthcare industry since 1992. Our knowledgeable representatives partner with you to understand your
needs, then design and implement the best solution for any space in your facility. With a focus on infection control, lean processes
and ROI justification, our extensive line of products and services will help make your facility more effective and efficient now and for
years to come.
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